
Layout Engine

This document aims to describe Nutshell App’s layout engine for published apps. This will cover how screen components are presented, how 
adjusting components affect others and different configurations can give you the desired layout.

The target audience for this is builders and end users.

The Fundamentals

Nutshell operates a layout engine which allows builders to create free floating layouts where components can be positioned at any location on the 
screen. These are stored as percentages of the screen which are used at run-time to calculate their positions on the screen. When using the 
builder to move, resize or change margins/padding etc these values are updated to match the new position/dimensions.

Nutshell then gives user’s the option for components to be responsive or not. If a component is responsive it will (as the name suggests) respond 
to changes on the screen whilst non responsive components will not. These changes could be resizing or showing/hiding components.

When previewing or publishing an app the screen and it’s components are compiled with these values to be used during the run time of the app. 
The next section will explain how different behaviours may differ slightly.

Adjusting Components

Initial load

In this context it means when the screen is loaded after a screen transition. So this accounts for each time the screen transitioned 
to whether by app loading, by a link or jump to component.

This does mean if a screen has been loaded once then that this functionality is then excluded.not 

During an initial load components may need to adjust their size for a variety of reasons.

Upon a screen’s initial loading the above mentioned position and dimension percentage values are used to calculate the components position 
and dimensions based on the screen dimensions available at that time. When a screen does initially load there may be components that need to 
adjust slightly because of the varying devices and their dimensions. This may be something like an image component adjusting so that aspect 
ratio is maintained.

If you build apps which have overlaying components then this could result in poorly rendered apps and cause unexpected 
functionality. Please try to ensure that components have their own space and are well positioned.

All the examples below use borders which represent the entire element. For the sake of these it would be the same as having 
no margins on any elements.

Example (using simplified numbers)

Dimensions
Target Screen: 100px x 200px
Component: 50px x 20px (positioned flush to the top of the screen)

For the above dimensions the component will have the below float positions stored.

Top: 0

Bottom: 10

Left: 0

Right: 50

These will then be used in calculations depending on the actual screen size to determine their position and dimensions.

Example

Take the example below, on the left the image has become squashed. This would be due to the device’s screen width being larger 
than the target dimensions. When the percentages are used to calculate the dimensions it results in a squashed image.

Nutshell will recalculate the images dimensions, when this happens other screen components will need to be adjusted to make room 
for the change. Looking at the image on the right you can see that the image is now the correct size and the components below it have 
been moved down to accommodate this.
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Dynamic Content Area (DCA)

When a component has to adjust, whether this is due to an image resizing or an element hiding, Nutshell calculates a DCA. The DCA represents 
the area of the screen of which components falling inside here will be affected by adjusting elements. The way that this is calculated is;

Component which is adjusting requests the additional space it needs

Components left and right positions are stored

All the screen’s components are then processed in order from top to bottom

Any components which are under the adjusting component and share horizontal space require adjustment
This component is marked as requiring adjustment

If this components left or right position is wider than previously stored then the new respective value is stored

Process continues using new left and right positions to determine the DCA

Note that the back component in the top left has remained in the same position and is unaffected by the change.

Other use cases which would fall into this example are;

Table components with a dynamic size adjusting for the number of records needed to be displayed

Text components with a dynamic source in its content.

Showing or hiding components based on defined display settings



Example

The below image shows how the DCA is calculated as a component adjusts. In this example the image in the top right has adjusted its 
size similarly to the example above. When this adjusts the green lines show the area which will be affected.

As can be seen the heading component falls into this area and this component’s left position is greater than the adjusting component. 
The DCA is then dynamically changed to use this position, this is denoted now by the blue lines in the second phase. On the left, as no 
components further down need to alter the area it does not change again. However on right there is a spanning component (this could 
be a blank visual text component), as such the DCA is increased to accommodate this.

The results of the two can be seen below, on the left where a spanning component has not been used the Q1 component becomes 
misaligned from its input. On the right we see that as the spanning component increases the DCA the Q1 and its input are kept aligned.



Showing/hiding components

Nutshell allows builders to define if components should shown or hidden based on rules. This document works on the basis that the user knows 
how this can be implemented.

The show/hide functionality takes affect on screen load and component changes. For example if a text input has its value changed then all 
components are evaluated whether they need to show or hide. Any components which need to show are grouped together and similarly any 
components which need to hide are grouped together giving separation of the operations which need to be performed. The elements of the two 
groups can be handled in two ways. Firstly when a component shares no vertical space with any other showing or hiding element. Secondly 
when 2 or more components do share vertical space then they will be processed together.

The DCA described above will be used in all descriptions and examples below. This should be understood and thought of in all 
cases.

Example - Single vertical components

When a single component is being hidden it will make space for other components to move up. The amount components will move is 
determined by its height. Take the below image, on the left all components are showing, at some stage the block of text is going to 
hide. On the right shows how the screen will look once the component is hidden. The Q3 components are shifted up the height of the 
block of text.

When a single component is showing then the components required height is used and requests relevant containers to be moved down 
to make space for it.

Example - Multiple vertically aligned components

When multiple components are being hidden it will make space for other components to move up as well. The amount that components 
will move is determined by the bounding height of the components combined. Take the below image, on the left all components are 
showing, at some stage the Q2 section (all 3 components) are going to hide. On the right shows how the screen will look once the 
component is hidden. The Q3 components are shifted up the height total section.

When multiple components show then the sections required height is used and requests relevant containers to be moved down to 
make space for it.

In this example the DCA’s left and right positions are the entire sections left and right positions i.e. the left of the Q2 component and the 
right of the cat image.



When there are blocking components

The above examples cover cases which are nice and simple however there are times when this is not the case. Components could be blocking 
others moving up as much as is requested, in this scenario Nutshell will only allow components to move up as much as is possible. 

Example - Single column with blocking component

In the example below all the placeholder 1.X components will be hidden. Whether they are hidden at the same time or hidden 
separately does not matter because they will always be processed as single vertical components described above. When these 
components hide the block of text will move up into the vacated space as expected. This time however the Q1 component is still shown 
and therefore the block is restricted to moving only up to the bottom of the Q1 component.

When these components then show the block will remain in this position until the showing component requires that space. When space 
is required then the block will be moved down to the bottom of the newly shown component. Once all components are shown again 
then the block will



Example - Multiple column with blocking components

In this example each placeholder will hide individually, when the first component hides an attempt will be made to move the block of 
text up. As with the above this is not possible because the remaining placeholder components are blocking.

Once the final component of the four is hidden the block of text will move up the remaining space. Then as with the above when 
components show the block of text will move down enough for them to show and once the final component is shown again components 
will return to their original position.
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